RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD

DIVISIONAL OFFICE COMPOUND, MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUMBAI-400 008

WRITTEN TEST RESULT FOR CALLING CANDIDATES FOR TRANSLATION TEST

CAT NO 04

C.E.N. NO.03/2014

NAME OF CATEGORY: JR.TRANSLATOR (HINDI)

(GRADE: Rs.9300-34800-GP.4200)

Date of issue of Result: 05.03.2018

On the basis of Written examination held on 11.01.2015 for the above mentioned post, the following candidates have provisionally qualified for appearing in the Translation Test. The candidates are directed to report for the above said test on 25.04.2018 at 0900 Hrs in Railway Recruitment Board, Divisional Office Compound, Western Railway, Mumbai Central, Mumbai - 400008 as indicated in the instructions to candidates. Candidates are being individually intimated. However, RRB will not be responsible for the postal delay or wrong delivery, if any. The Roll Numbers are given below vertically in ascending order.
| CAT NO.04 | JR. TRANSLATOR (HINDI) | | | | | |
| 24143042005316 | 24143042005375 | 24143044005463 | 24143044005494 | 24143044005515 |
| 24143042005318 | 24143042005396 | 24143044005470 | 24143044005499 | 24143044005518 |
| 24143042005330 | 24143042005397 | 24143044005474 | 24143044005503 | 24143044005520 |
| 24143042005337 | 24143042005399 | 24143044005476 | 24143044005505 | 24143044005521 |
| 24143042005350 | 24143042005412 | 24143044005480 | 24143044005506 | 24143044005525 |
| 24143042005357 | 24143043005436 | 24143044005484 | 24143044005509 | TOTAL-37 |
| 24143042005370 | 24143043005445 | 24143044005491 | 24143044005510 | |
| 24143042005373 | 24143043005451 | 24143044005493 | 24143044005511 | |
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The candidates are advised to attend as per the schedule given above without fail. The candidates coming late may lose their chance to attend the Translation Test. Translation Test will be qualifying in nature for selection of the subject post. Attendance in Translation Test is compulsory.

For the Translation Test Candidate should bring their original Translation test Call letter without fail. Candidates should also bring their original Call letter of Written Examination. Please refer to Para 5 of the Instructions to candidates appearing for the Translation Test.

Merely calling the candidates for Translation test will not confer on them the right for employment in any Zonal Railway/Railway Organisation.

While every care has been taken in preparing the result, the Railway Recruitment Board reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions if any.

IMPORTANT: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and selection is based purely on the merit of candidates.

The details of the Document Verification of above result is displayed on official website of Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai [www.rrbmumbai.gov.in](http://www.rrbmumbai.gov.in) and also on Notice Board of Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai.

The Instructions to the candidates appearing for the Translation Test is attached. Candidates are advised to read the same carefully.
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CHAIRMAN
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES APPEARING FOR THE

TRANSLATION TEST

1. Two passages will be given for translation – one for translation from English to Hindi and the other from Hindi to English. Each passage shall contain approximately 300 words.

2. The total duration of Translation Test shall be two hours.

3. The Translation Test shall be only a qualifying test and the qualifying marks shall be 60%.

4. Railway Recruitment Board will provide two part stationery to each candidate for translation. Candidates should not take away the Answer Sheets out of the examination hall and must return the same to the Invigilator after the examination is over. Candidates should not tear any sheet given to them. If a candidate uses more than one sheet, all the sheets should be securely fastened and Roll No. should be written in each sheet before handing over to the Invigilator.

5. Call letters indicating date, time and venue etc. for the Translation Test will be sent to the candidates through Registered Post well in time. In case any shortlisted candidate is not able to receive his/her call letter, he/she should report to the Examination centre along with necessary documents such as call letter of written examination, ID proof etc. for collecting duplicate call letter and the conditions mentioned in the call letter may be strictly adhered to.

6. The candidate must invariably bring at least one original (not photo copied or scanned) and valid (not expired) photo identification card such as Aadhar Card, Driving Licence, PAN Card, Passport, Voter ID Card, Identity Card issued by employer in case the candidate is a Government employee etc. as their ID proof.

7. Candidates must bring one passport size color photograph with clear front view of the candidate without cap and sunglasses.

8. Candidates in excess of the vacancies are being called for the Translation Test. It should be noted by the candidates that merely calling for Translation Test does not in any way entitle them for empanelment/appointment in Railways for the above post.

9. The candidature of the candidates who do not fulfill the eligibility conditions and qualification prescribed in the notification including any deficiency in the application are liable to be rejected at any stage of recruitment process.
10. **Venue of the Translation Test:-**

Railway Recruitment Board  
Divisional Office Compound,  
Western Railway,  
Mumbai Central, Mumbai – 400 008.

Date of Translation Test – 25.04.2018  
Reporting Time for the candidates – 0900 Hrs.